Immediately after the conclusion of the Divine Liturgy, the entire choir will process from the Pavilion to the tomb of His Eminence, Metropolitan Leonty (Turkevich) for the celebration of a Memorial Service.

During the procession, the Paschal Troparion will be sung in common chant and other settings, including those found on pages 47-57.

Memorial Service at the grave of
His Eminence, Metropolitan Leonty

Deacon: Bless, Most Blessed Master.

Metropolitan: Blessed is our God, always, now and ever and unto ages of ages, Amen.

People: Amen.

Clergy: Christ is Risen (2 ½ times)

People: “And upon those in the tombs, bestowing life.”

Continue with “With the souls of the righteous...” on the next page.
WITH THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS

WITH THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS DE-PAR-TED, GIVE REST TO

THE SOUL(S) OF THY SERVANT(S) O SAV-IOR; PRESERVING

IT THEM IN THE BLESSED LIFE WHICH IS WITH THEE, WHO LOVES

MAN KIND. IN THE PLACE OF THY REST, O LORD, WHERE ALL
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OF THE CAPTIVES; THYSELF GIVE REST ALSO TO THE SOUL(S)

OF THE CAPTIVES; THYSELF GIVE REST ALSO TO THE SOUL(S)

OF THY SERVANT(S). NOW, AND EVER, AND UNTO AGES OF

OF THY SERVANT(S). NOW, AND EVER AND UNTO AGES OF

AGES. AMEN. O VIRGIN, ALONE PURE AND BLAMELESS, WHO

AGES. AMEN. O VIRGIN, ALONE PURE AND BLAMELESS, WHO

DIDST BEAR GOD WITHOUT SEED, INTERCEDE THAT THE SOUL(S)

DIDST BEAR GOD WITHOUT SEED, INTERCEDE THAT THE SOUL(S)
LITANY

OF THY SERVANT(S) MAY BE SAVED.

LORD, HAVE MERCY. LORD, HAVE MERCY.

GRANT IT, O LORD. LORD, HAVE MERCY.

A - MEN.